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topper ColleCtion

UniWigs offers the best human 
hair toppers and top  pieces for 
women ideal for camouflaging  
areas of thinning hair or 
baldness, or to add volume, 
fullness or length to look your 
best. Toppers and top pieces, 
also known as wiglets, are 
designed to conceal hair loss at 
various stages and different areas 
of the scalp and ideal for women 
who wish to add volume, 
fullness and/or length to their 
natural hair. They come in many 
shapes and sizes and also come 
in a large selection of colors. All 
those handy toppers can restore 
your look and confidence instantly. 
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        Get  
      Fuller
     Longer 
 Thicker Hair 
In An Instant !
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Claire is a supremely natural hairpiece.

It offers a lace front that creates a natural 

looking hairline and allows for off-the-face styling. 

The monofilament top creates the appearance of 

natural hair growth.

Four strategically placed, pressure-sensitive clips 

provide a secure, comfortable fit.

This exquisite hair addition is ideal for adding 

volume on top of head.

100% fine human hair allows you to seamlessly 

blend the piece with your own hair.

Style it out of the box with a long, sweeping front 

or cut in bangs. This hairpiece is extra special!

Claire  5.5"x5.5"

Mono Top reMy 

HuMan Hair Topper 
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Special Features

Lace Front is ready-to-wear and virtually invisible, creating a natural 

looking hairline that gives you amazing off-the-face styling versatility and 

contours to the shape of your head.

Monofilament Top creates the illusion of natural hair growth where the hair 

is parted.

100% Human Hair is the finest quality and gives you the option to style the 

hair with heat tools and treat it just like your own hair.

Expert tips & Styling ideas

The lace front is a delicate material and should be handled with care.
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Melanie 8.5"x9"

Mono Top reMy 

HuMan Hair Topper

The Melanie human hair 

topper is a human hair top 

piece with an 8.5”x9” super 

large base. 

Designed to add gorgeous 

volume and coverage at 

the crown, this 100% Remy 

human hair top

piece integrates with your 

own hair for a supremely 

natural look. It features a 

mono top and wefted back. 

The mono top gives the 

most natural look and the 

wefts makes the large 

topper more breathable. 

Melanie topper is 

available in various lengths 

and colors. If you prefer 

another length or color, 

contact our 

customer service to

customize a special one for 

you.
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100% Human Hair: Offers the most natural look and feel, it’s less likely to 

tangle and can be styled with heat tools like your own hair. 

8.5"x9" Extra Large Base: Perfect for adding fullness, concealing thinning, 

or covering new roots in between colors.

Monofilament Top： Creates the illusion of natural hair growth where the 

hair is parted and allows you to part the hair in any direction.
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The Bella human hair topper is a human hair top piece with a 6"x7" large 

base. Designed to add gorgeous volume and coverage at the crown, this 

100% Remy human hair top piece integrates with your own hair for a 

supremely natural look. You can create beautiful loose curls that cascade 

from your shoulders.

BELLA  6"X7" 

FULL SILK REMY 

HUMAN HAIR 

TOPPER
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It features a 100% hand-tied silk base which gives the 

appearance of your own natural scalp and the most 

natural look. Bella topper is available in various lengths 

and colors. If you prefer another length or color, contact 

our customer service to customize a special one for you.

100% Human Hair: Offers the most natural look and feel, 

it’s less likely to tangle and can be styled with heat tools 

like your own hair. 

6"*7" silk base: Perfect for concealing thin hair or 

covering new roots in between colors. 

Full silk：Creates the illusion of natural hair growth 

where the hair is parted and allows you to part the hair 

in any direction.



                    GET THE BEST RESULTS FROM

                           A UNIWIGS TOPPER              

                      July 25, 2018  / By Mamabsays

It was a definite “yes” when I was asked to partner with 
Uniwigs. They saw my video on fine hair and thought I might 
benefit from a topper.  Since the topper came longer than 
my hair, I wanted to have it cut so it would blend with my 
natural hairstyle. I am going to walk through the process 
from beginning to end. When my stylist was finished I felt 
like a million bucks.

Product :  5.5 x 5.5 Claire Virgin Remy Human Hair Topper 
Color: P25001-G-4 Medium Natural Brown, Length: 12 inches.  
When it arrived I was surprised how much the human hair 
topper felt like my own.

The first thing Patrick (my stylist) did was trim the back of 
my natural hair.  Then he clipped the topper in and began his 
magic. The topper has a center part and I always part my 
hair to one side.  No worries, we placed the topper 
asymmetrically on my head, matching it with my side part.
Although I have a lot of hair, it’s super fine. A topper is a 
wonderful product if you are losing hair or just want to 
thicken up your own. When we were finished I felt so 
glamorous hubby had to take me out on the town.

Thank you Uniwigs for a great experience.  And a very 
special thanks to my stylist Patrick Navarro.  Especially for 
showing me how easy this is.
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Many UniWigs hair toppers are

inspired by our hero June Penny. 

After struggling with hair loss for 

many years, June found the best

products to get her covered here 

at UniWigs. We manufacture high quality hair toppers with the best 

price based on June and all our dear customers’ ideas and suggestions. AFTER

BEFORE

 loyal Customer         June Penny
"Loving my beautiful Amber 
                         human hair topper!!!"

AFTER
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"Loving my beautiful Amber 
                         human hair topper!!!"

Hair toppers 

are a perfect way to add 

coverage to almost all  

levels of hair loss.



Welcome to our Human Hair Wig Collection. We invite you to browse through our sensational range of human hair wigs. The softness and touch of 

supreme real human hair is truly one of a kind. Our 100% human hair wigs embody both luxury and a highly realistic look. We offer a variety of 

human hair lace wigs(lace front, full lace and glueless),  Silk Top Wigs and Monofilament wigs . Whether you are experiencing hair loss, or you just 

want a glamorous new look, you’ll discover your dream hair here.
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Human Hair Wigs



perfeCtion-remy Human 
Hair laCe Wig 

Perfection is a firm favorite and a UniWigs 

classic. The rich brunette shade and Chocolate 

Brown balayage gives this silky straight lace wig 

irresistible color that never goes out of fashion.

Perfection is perfect for everyday wear. Wear 

Perfection casually or dress Perfection up for an 

event. The hair is made from entirely remy

 human hair that can be heat styled any way you 

like.

100% Remy Human Hair - The hair is made from 

100% high quality remy human hair to ensure a 

long lifespan, softness and durable shine. It 

offers limitless styling possibilities where you 

can curl and straighten it with heat just like your 

own hair.

Free Part - The perfection Wig can be parted in 

any direction with its free part.

02 | Human hair wigs
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CHarlotte - WHite 
Blonde Balayage remy 
Human Hair laCe 
front Wig

Charlotte is a flattering lace style 

made from entirely remy human hair 

with a natural straight hair texture. 

Charlotte’s unique salon-quality 

color is Champagne Lux, which

 incorporates a sophisticated 

balayage blend of Ice Blonde and 

Beige Blonde with natural dark roots 

to resemble growing hair. The

superior French lace top offers a 

natural hairline that melts into the 

skin and can be freely parted where 

desired. The remy human hair is 

the highest quality standard of hair 

which offers an extensive lifespan.

15
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· Remy Human hair 

Made from quality remy human 

hair, the hair is long-lasting and 

can be freely heat styled with 

curlers, flat irons and blow dryers.

· Salon Color
601R  Champagne Lux has salon 

quality blonde balayage coloring 

paired with dark rooting for 

dimension.

· 13'' x 5'' Front Lace 

 The ample lace front offers a 

natural hairline and a free parting 

to part the hair in the middle or 

side of your choice.

· Superior French lace 

The Superior French lace is strong 

but soft at the same time. The 

knots used in the French lace are 

small, so the knots resemble hair 

growing from the scalp.

· 150% Density 
150% density hair offers 

voluminous and thick hair.
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  gaBri elle - remy 
Human Hair laCe Wig

Gabrielle embodies long and luxurious hair 

that flows past the waist creating a 

flattering silhouette. The cool toned Ash 

Blonde salon inspired color gives timeless 

style and is available to have with or 

without a natural dark rooting. Gabrielle is 

an all-time favorite.

· Cap Construction
Gabrielle comes in a hand-tied Lace Front 

Cap or a Glueless Full Lace Cap. 

· Made from 100% Remy Human hair
Can be easily heat-styled with flat or 

curling irons as your own hair.

· Salon Quality Color 
expert quality salon quality highlights and 

rooting.
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L A U N C H E D  I N  2 0 1 6 ,  L AV I V I D  L I N E  I S  A  H I G H - E N D  W I G  C O L L E C T I O N  O F  U N I W I G S .  W I G S  C A N  T U R N  Y O U R 

H A I R S T Y L E U P  A  N O T C H  F O R  A N Y  O C C A S I O N .  W H E T H E R  Y O U  A R E  L O O K I N G  F O R  A  L O N G  L AY E R E D  W I G S  O R  A 

S H O R T  P I X I E  C U T  W I G  W I T H  O R  W I T H O U T  B A N G S ,  U N I W I G S  O F F E R S  T H E  M O S T  C H I C  A N D  E L E G A N T  S T Y L E S

Y O U  WA N T.

LaVivid
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03 | Lavivid COLLECTION
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LaVivid
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Carrie STYLE

A sexy, captivating style with 

long, face framing subtle 

layers. Slight texture is 

created by soft layers around 

the back and side which 

compliment the length and 

create a perfectly shaped 

style. 

This flirty and feminine style 

features ready-to-wear 

synthetic hair which looks 

more like natural hair and 

comes in a variety of rooted 

colors.  
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Patsy STYLE

A trendy look features a wispy 

cut with progressive mixed layers 

with heavily texturized beveled 

ends. 

A side swept fringe is razor-sliced 

to achieve defined layers. Tapered 

back with flipped flared ends. 

A quick shake and go style.

|  Lavivid COLLECTION
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Lisa STYLE

Haute short style, yet ready to wear. 

Features a soft fringe blended in 

heavily texutred layers and 

disconnected ends throughtout to 

achieve a feathery, delightful 

silhouette and endless versatility.

The density of the ready-to-wear 

synthetic hair looks more like natural 

hair and requires little to no 

customization or thinning. And The 

open wefted cap is designed to allow 

the air to flow and keeps your wig light 

and cool all day. It’s breathable and 

lightweight for a more comfortable fit.
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Liz STYLE

 | Lavivid COLLECTION

Kate STYLE
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Halle STYLE Jenny STYLE
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trendy ColleCtion

The design philosophy of UniWigs 

Trendy products is that we believe 

every girl deserves a unique wig to 

show her charm. You can find your 

dreamy Trendy Wigs here, whether 

it is Ombre, Black, Blonde, Blue, 

Purple, Grey or Silver Hair Shades. 

Every wig from UniWigs Trendy 

Line is made of heat friendly 

synthetic fiber with a lace front 

cap construction, which means you 

can use a curling iron to create 

your own hairstyle. In addition, you 

can enjoy the wonderful experi-

ence that the wigs with different 

colors and styles bring to you.
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peaCH  The beachy waves look 

is a universally adored look from red 
carpet stars to the everyday beauty 
lover. Peach by UniWigs is a 
chin-length beachy waves cute 
summertime hairstyle. How about 
getting a trendy bob to ROCK the 
whole summer?!
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BEST seller

lavender daWn 
Inspired by the deep rich 
colors that peak right at 
dawn in Southern 
California, UniWigs brings 
you a glamorous twist of 
Lavender with hints of sun, 
embodied in luscious long 
curls that make this the 
perfect choice for everyone 
this season. As with all of 
the Trendy Collection, we 
combine the natural look and 
feel of heat-resistant 
synthetic hair with our 
ultra-comfortable French 
lace cap. It helps with 
finding the look you wanted.
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magical
   mermaid

Nothing shows off with 
all kinds of green hair 
shades like this new 
Magical Mermaid wig. 
Why should mermaids 
have all the fun? 

Because they are the 
freely-swimming sea 
creatures in the deep 
blue and green sea. Go 
for Seafoam Green hair 
that fades out to a soft 
Mint green and see if 
you’re not ready to live 
a life under the sea.

Same as all other 
UniWigs Trendy Wigs, 
Magical Mermaid is 
made of heat-friendly 
synthetic fiber which 
makes it easy to style 
with heating tools.
13"*3" Lace Front makes 
the hair line look more 
natural. To enhance 
your look, you can add a 
braid, curl it or flat iron 
it super straight.
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MagicalPure Passion

Ursula
black swan
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Autumn Twilight
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Magical



Coral Doll
Blondie

Coral Doll

Tonya 
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 |03 TRENDY COLLECTION

Blondie

Pure Passion

Becky

Purple
Cloud 
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Coral Doll



                         Call Us:

                                 626-581-9123 ( Mon-Fri 9:00am – 5:30pm PST )
                                 909-895-6421 ( Mon-Fri 5:30pm – 2:30am PST )

Follow UniWigs 

Get In Touch

                                 
                        Email Us:

                       support@uniwigs.com


